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We are talking about Allah’s name Al Awwal Al Akhir Adh Dhahir and Al Batin. There is 

no body above Him. Even if nobody see him He is Dhahir and He is apparent even if He 

is unseen. Allah is the one Who brings life and death and brings the creation into 

existence. Belongs to Allah the best example that means that there is no better example 

than Him. The disbeliever this life is an example and this world is dhahir for them. They 

see this worldly life and this is Dhahiran for them. What is apparent to them is with their 

eyes and this world is dhahiran for them. Allah says when they escape where is this 

dunya that they know about. They know everything about this dunya.  

For e.g. the plane crash that happened and they said the pilot was expert. So this 

happens life is full of surprises. For disbeliever this world is dhahir and not Allah. 

Sometimes we make people dhahir and then we keep switching these dhahir people 

from our life and we think about them talk about them, so anyone dhahir in your life you 

will keep talking about them and thinking about them. This shows we have made them 

dhahir in our life. Allah is actually showing us that only He is the dhahir.  

 

Hadith  

His veil is the light. If he withdraws it (the veil), the splendour of His countenance 

would consume His creation so far as His sight reaches.) - Sahih Muslim 179 

 

He canot expose His beauty to people out of mercy for the people. Allah is the one who 

brings life and death but Allah says that don’t look at the means and look at the One 

above. He covers His beauty as no one can see His beauty. 

 



In the beginning of the surah Rum Allah tells that something that will happen in the 

future, the Rum after being defeated will get victory. After this Rum being defeated by 

fire worshippers they will be victorious. All the promises of Allah were fulfilled. This is 

unseen for us but believer needs to believe in it and have faith in Allah. You need to do 

this action for reward of Allah. This is the promise of Allah. Allah although He is veiled 

but He is dhahir with His promises. When you realize this that Allah is Dhahir you will 

praise Him and glorify Him.  

Allah bring life from death and from death He gives life. Allah made things very clear, a 

dead land is brought into life by rain and these are the signs. Then Allah says We made 

you from sand and then Allah created you into pairs. I don’t know a person and then 

suddenly after nikah we have feelings of love and mercy towards them. All these are 

signs from Allah. We see disbelievers becoming muslim and solutions to our problems 

these are all signs of Allah being dhahir.  

 

 

Scholars say about Allah’s Name Dhahir.  

Allah is Batin, the more Dhahir Allah is the more Batin He is. This name of Allah is 

including the meaning of Dhahir is Batin. When you marry someone then you slowly see 

their real self and they become apparent to you and when you have kids you get to 

know more about them. We might feel we know a lot about Allah and He is very 

apparent to us but we still don’t know Him fully. That’s the beauty of Allah He is dhahir 

and Batin at the same time. The more you know the lesser you know actually. There is 

a lot to know more. Allah is apparent and clear but there is so much we don’t know.  

He is unseen and He is veiled and no one can see Him. He is Dhahir in His actions.in a 

way you can see Allah’s action but we cannot explain how and He is Batin at the same 

time.  

 

Adh Dhahir is most powerful.  

Allah is Dhahir that means He is most powerful. Anything Dhahir is over powering. Allah 

is the most strong. Allah is soo much strong that He shows you with evidence that from 

this people you will get harmed. Sometimes we have a strong idea and we think this is 

what we will do and no one can change our mid. The moment we think this Allah shows 

through decree that this is not the case. Allah is stronger. There are people who want to 

undersrand everything and they do a lot of struggle for this. They shpuld surrender to 

Allah and the decree that He gave. Only Allah can change your opinions, 

 



Dhahir is Al Aali that is there Is no one above abiltity. For example that you plan 

something but it doesn’t work. Allah is the Dhahir He is above this plan by His ability. 

You should surrender to His plans. 

 

Imagine if He is Dhahir and Batim then why we associate with Allah another partner. HE 

is Dhahir in Himself. He is dhahirun and make things apparent. He is the One having 

that attribute and giving the mercy. He is the One who gives love and deserves love 

from us.    

 

 


